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e Radio/DVD player is a 
able function of the multi-featured 
system. The player unit contains 
CD/MP3/AM-FM Stereo radio. It 
cepts portable audio player inputs 
also functions as an alarm clock.
e player is connected directly to 
 and can output sound to either 
reo speakers in the TV or to the 
e Sound speakers in the lounge 
f the coach.
 the manufacturer’s information 
r InfoCase for complete feature 
ptions and operating instructions.

Provide 12V Power
The TV and 

Radio/DVD player 
operate on 12-volt 
DC current. 
• Turn on the 12-

Volt Master 
Power (TV) 
switch, located 
on the cabinet 
or wall near the 
Radio/DVD 
player.
NOTE: When 
the TV is not in 
use, the Master Power switch should 
be turned off to eliminate drain on 
the 12-volt house battery.

Connect Deluxe Sound 
Speakers
• Press the Speaker 

switch to TV position 
to connect speakers to 
TV and/or DVD. The 
Speaker switch is 
located near the Radio/
DVD player. 

Set TV Video Input
• Turn TV and Radio/DVD player On.
• Press the MODE button on the TV or 

the SOURCE button on the remote to 
select “INPUT 1”.
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io-Video System 
asic Operation 

Guide

: See your InfoCase for specific 
operating guides for audio and 
video components.

 

TV Sound through Deluxe 
Sound Speakers

When watching TV programs alone, 
the TV normally plays sound through 
its own built-in stereo speakers. If you 
wish to connect TV stereo sound output 
to the Deluxe Sound speakers for a 
richer sound quality, follow these steps:

1. Press the Speaker switch to TV 
position to connect speakers to 
Radio/DVD player.

2. Turn the TV On.
3. Press the AUX input selection 

button (located just below the 
display on the face of the Radio/
DV
ste
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